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Base Unit - Checking the communication between the PC and the modules 
 

 

The complete communication between the airpointer and its modules failed. This can happen 

in rare case and is most likely a bad flat cable connection somewhere in the airpointer which 

can inhibit all communication between the computer and the modules. 

 

You can disconnect and reconnect the flat cables while the airpointer is running if you 

are careful, but it’s recommended to turn off the airpointer before each 

disconnection/reconnection.  
 

 
 

1- Locate the connect board 
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2- Start with the connection of the watchdog board (left from PC) to the Connect board (upper right side in 

the airpointer: disconnect the flat cable that links the connect board to the watchdog board 

 

 
 

 

3- Wait two minutes, go to LinSens /Hardware and see if the watchdog board is responding now (no fail 

anymore for the watchdog board) 

 
 

 

4- If still responding as "fail" in column "active" the problem is the watchdog board, the flat cable between 

Computer and watchdog board or the Computers COM port. 
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5- If the watchdog board is active, now disconnect the flat connection of all modules in the airpointer and 

reconnect the watchdog board connection to the connect board (cf. step 3-) 
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6- Reconnect the flat cable for one module, check if it causes the watchdog board in linsens/hardware to 

go to a failure mode. If not, proceed to the next module. 

  
 

 
7- By plugging one connection after another in again, waiting some minute and observing the boards 

status in Linsens/Hardware you can locate the module/board causing the trouble 

 

 

8- It can be that after this procedure, the problem is solved. If not, disconnect the module which causes 

problem and contact your distributor or MLU-Recordum 


